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wrong-way guy. He is not worth the effort. The one good thing about
his hit record is it allowed us to go away from his slimy-sounding
vocals and have our reunion with Smashing Pumpkins. Chimes of
Freedom Chicago Jazz Festival 2011 I still say the best thing about
Chicago is the free music festivals they put on. This year was no
different. One of the best in recent memory was the Chicago Jazz
Festival, which I attended on Mother’s Day weekend. This small, but
exuberant event takes place on the west bank of the Chicago River. It
started out as a refuge of relatively quiet, clean music for a holy
weekend. I’m not talking about the serenity you get at a church
service or spiritual retreat. I’m talking about the music being played
at this festival was uncrowded, it could be heard clearly, and it was
the very definition of serene – the perfect environment for music. The
music is not some watered-down, cookie-cutter rendition of Jazz. If
you’re a fan of Jazz, you’ll hear it played at a standard. Most people
don’t realize that Jazz can also be played fast. There are little bits
and pieces of pretty damn cool and unique Jazz. As you might expect,
the organizers of this festival know that Jazz was born out of African
American culture. It’s not about what white people like. The people
that put this festival together, and
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